by the National Board of Trial
Advocacy. He is listed in The
Best Lawyers in America™ for
both personal-injury (including
malpractice) and workers compensation law. Casper has
developed a specialty interest in complex liability with
an emphasis on catastrophic
brain and spinal-cord injury.

CASPER &
de TOLEDO LLC

de Toledo is a former president
of the Connecticut Employment Lawyer’s Association and
served in that position for more
than a decade. She is listed in
The Best Lawyers in America™
for employment law. de Toledo
also served as the chairperson
of the Labor and Employment
section of the Connecticut Bar
Association. de Toledo has
developed a specialty interest in executive employment
contracts and employment
discrimination litigation.

VICTORIA
de TOLEDO

S T E WA R T M .
CA S P E R

usband and wife team Stewart
Casper and Victoria de Toledo
share the goal of ensuring that
the judicial system works for
everyone, not just those with power and
money. They founded Casper & de Toledo
as a litigation firm dedicated to representing individuals in personal injury and
employment matters. “We are passionate
in our commitment to helping people who
have been seriously injured or who have
been victims of discrimination in the workplace,” says de Toledo. Adds Casper, “We
are not deterred by well-funded opponents.
We enjoy the David versus Goliath setting

H

of our type of practice.” The additional lawyers and paralegals who comprise the rest
of the Casper & de Toledo team share the
same vision and zeal.

WE ENJOY THE DAVID
VERSUS GOLIATH
SETTING OF OUR TYPE
OF PRACTICE.
Casper is a former president of the
Connecticut Trial Lawyers Association
and is certified as a civil trial advocate

Casper and de Toledo have
based the firm on their fundamental desire to obtain
justice for those who have
been harmed. “It’s essential
to us,” says de Toledo, “and
it is what drives us to work so
hard for our clients.” Casper
says he and de Toledo have
earned a reputation over many
years for taking on difficult
cases and litigating them successfully. The admiration and
respect from their peers for
this achievement is evident in
the significant number of cases
that come to the firm as referrals from other lawyers, clients,
and healthcare professionals.
The firm represents Casper and de
Toledo’s dedication to protect the rights
of victims and ensure that the law serves
all people fully and justly.
CASPER & de TOLEDO LLC
1458 Bedford St.
Stamford, CT 06905
scasper@cadetlaw.com
vdetoledo@cadetlaw.com
PH: (203) 325-8600
FX: (203) 323-5970
www.casperdetoledo.com
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